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THE BEGINNING OF MY GRAPHIC DESIGN EDUCATION (EVEN IF I DIDN’T REALIZE IT)

It was not that long ago when I would spend untold hours painstakingly engraving the covers of my

school notebooks with the logos and signature typefaces of my favorite bands. The powerfully potent

logo of Black Flag by Raymond Pettibon and the pointedly evil design of Winston Smith for the Dead

Kennedy’s began an education in the meticulous voice of punk design. I marveled at their bizarre

imagery and even stranger type. Even as I didn’t realize it at the time, this was my first glimpse into

graphic design and all the beauty of combining type and image that accompany it. After some initial

investigation it wasn’t difficult to find the crown jewel positioned above the cloud of punk design

paraphernalia. This was the end-all-be-all defining symbol of the punk era, the anarchy sign. With its

defiant uppercase A within a circle, it can be said to have summed up the mindset of the punk

movement.

The word anarchy comes from the Greek word anarchia, meaning "without a ruler". Advocates of

anarchism contend that relations based upon intentional collaboration and common need will lead to a

society distinguished by the capacity of each citizen to have a say in the outcomes in proportion to the

measure they are affected. As many (even in the punk movement) feel the term has to do with lawless

chaos, true anarchy strives for simply a society of a free populace. It is curious to track the use of the

symbol compared to the political and societal stances of punk rock design.

THE ROCK DESIGN AESTHETIC

The logos and lettering of many rock bands often tended to follow trends within specific genres. Punk

typography and design was often drawn by hand and then placed on overly photocopied fliers. Hard

rock and heavy metal design tended to be gothic or fantasy based to the point of ridiculous with a

propensity for old style “Germanic” typefaces. What I find of special interest today is that the logos

and lettering were my first lesson in typographic design. Fascinated by the intriguing letterforms, I

would labor with a pencil, tracing and retracing logos, logotypes and any other design device on paper

to the detriment of my academic efforts.



As for the punk aesthetic, friends of the band or the actual members largely commandeered design

duties, thus beginning the Do-It-Yourself (DIY) style punk is so famous for. Punk design arrived partly

in the form of a commentary concerning the “arena rock” bands and all they stood for. Designed by

artist Raymond Pettibon, Black Flag carried one of the most recognized logos of the 1980’s within the

hardcore, post-punk assembly. Pettibon, designed the logo to nearly resemble a mechanical flag, made

up of a series of four black uneven bars. It was direct and unspecified, while powerfully unforgettable.

The Circle Jerks logo designed by Shawn Kerri will forever brand that band in the minds of skate rats

scattered throughout the world. It would be irresponsible to not mention Pushead's mohawk laden skull

for the Exploited or his design for the Misfits. Some of the better (or simply more visible) logos have

become so indelible in the minds of a post-punk hardcore generation, as they still ride car bumpers,

grace the undersides of skateboards and even surface on the die-hard fans in the form of skin art.

Raymond Pettibon's logo and flyer design for Black Flag was often fantastic and perceptive as the

posters typically depicted the dark possibilities that lie behind our familial closed doors. One of my

personal favorites, Winston Smith a collage artist that designed for the Dead Kennedy’s balanced the

surreal, comical approach utilized by lead singer, Jello Biafra. Smith created wonderfully piercing

commentary on contemporary culture with the juxtaposition of horrifying images and 1950’s-esque

status quo Americana. Both men have shown work in the San Francisco Museum of Modern Art, while

Smith’s collages have graced the cover of the New Yorker.

PUNK ROCK

While the positivism and energy of the early 1960’s collapsed into the pessimism of the 1970’s, street

culture simply became nervously peculiar. Numerous world and domestic events such as an elevated

cost of living and rising unemployment were all mirrored in the urban music landscape. As more and

more youth saw anarcho-pacifism as an alternative, many “arena” bands attempted to align themselves

in a more serious stance with common problems yet lost touch with everyday living. This common



complaint of the punk crowd is realized when surveying album art from 1970’s only to find absurd

images unconnected with reality.

Punk rock has brought some of the most inexpensively produced yet creatively manufactured design the

world has ever seen. The anti-establishment known as Punk Rock is believed to have begun around

1976 (although precursors are found a few years before), exemplified by The Ramones, the Sex Pistols

and The Clash. The term is also employed to illustrate ensuing music scenes that share similar

personalities of those first-generational musicians.

THE ORIGINS OF PUNK

In addition to the momentum from early bands such as the Seeds, punk lineage also assumed the

political and even sexually charged Detroit bands such as MC5, the coarse and jarring style of The

Velvet Underground and The Stooges fronted by none other than Iggy Pop. The punk stance was that

popular music had become fatuous and an embarrassment to their former claims of radicalism. Current

evidence is still found when you hear Iggy Pop’s heroin inspired ditty, “Lust for Life” selling cruise

vacations. This makes me cringe just as I can imagine the disenchanted youths did not too long ago.

Philosophical persuasion into the tactics for revolutionary action had some inspiration from the

Situationist and Anarchist movements of Europe. Utilizing these tactics was deliberately implemented

by Sex Pistols manager Malcolm McLaren and is apparent in the visual artwork of Jamie Reid, a

Situationist who designed many of the band's visual communication. Another huge influence on punk

rock was an alignment with anarchist philosophy and its anti-establishment propaganda.

THE MATERIALIZATION OF PUNK

Musically, punk rock highlighted a rudimentary arrangement that was basically comprised of short

songs centered on a DIY ethic (for music and design) maintaining that really anyone could form a punk

band. If fact at times the worse you played the more a crowd enjoyed your “music”. Even better (or



worse) the lyrics launched a provoking honesty of expression in subjects both sexual and political,

dealing with youthful boredom and escalating unemployment.

PUNK IS DEAD

An early battle cry from the nihilistic / anarchistic movement was a simple, “punk is dead!” In fact

Julie Burchill and Tony Parson’s book, The Boy Looked at Johnny: The obituary of rock and roll, declared

the punk moment to be already over. This statement arrived as the Clash had produced but one album

out and the Dead Kennedy’s were just beginning to form. I find this an interesting aspect of a genre

that refuses to be compartmentalized or too rigorously defined. Punk essentially stood up with a fist in

the air exclaiming, “anarchists unite!” Anarchy was a common theme spanning punk to post punk. It is

interesting to see how anarchist and punk thought had parallel tenets in that they both questioned if

they even existed. A group a young people feeling the effects of disenchantment and exclusion, were

able to slip through the societal cracks with a few lines added to their mantra.

Another interesting and even unique attribute of punk culture is the underground press devotees

created in the form of ‘zines – crudely fashioned fan produced pamphlets containing information of

bands, lyrics, poetry, artwork, show listings and other assorted goodies. Some of the more popular

‘zines were able to morph into more established periodicals. In the United States magazines such as

Search & Destroy, Maximum Rock & Roll, Profane Existence and Flipside were principal in the movement

of more prominent ‘zines. Most every local scene had at least one primitively published magazine with

news, gossip, and interviews with local or touring bands. The magazine Fact sheet Five recorded the

thousands of underground publications in the 1980s and 1990s.

THE POST PUNK

As Reaganomics took hold in the 1980’s, a second wave of alternative and apparently homemade bands

came into existence. Hardcore punk fueling skate parks with a stronger alliance to heavy metal began

with Black Flag, Bad Brains and The Cro-Mags and further developed via contemporaries such as Minor



Threat, Minutemen and the Descendants. Even this new punk had little impact on the popular charts, it

did develop a devoted following just as it’s big brother did years before. Meanwhile in England, post-

punk bands such as The Sisters of Mercy, The Cure, Public Image Limited (fronted by ex Sex Pistol,

Johnny Rotten) and Gang of Four had their own distinctive sound helping to make the era one of the

mostly musically adventurous and creative of all time. What is certain is the lasting and heavily

inspirational design work of Art Chantry during this period. His work with Gang of Four surpasses what

many would see as punk design crossing into the realm defined simply as design.

A thriving Punk Rock subculture can still be found in many cities as it has found a commercial

renaissance in the 1990’s (as it still does today) with bands like Rancid, Green Day and Blink-182.

Subsequently, bands such as The Get Up Kids, Jimmy Eat World and Dashboard Confessional have built

on those earlier bands in the form of Emo, pop-punk and power pop. Nowadays the line is so blurred it

is almost not worth exploring. My only issue with these new bands has little to do with the commercial

success, as this is something I wish their ancestors had celebrated. My predicament is that with

commercial success comes commercial design. I suppose I simply miss the days of DIY design.

SO WHAT

An overwhelming majority of the population at one time seriously disparaged the music, people and

culture of punk rock. To assume the status of punk rocker and/or play the music was to enter a self

imposed exiled from friends and family. Currently, not only is it socially acceptable but even favorable

to join this institution as the sting has lost its bite with the coming of bands that push further the

envelope of societal acceptance. With this in mind, it is clear that the punk scene has lost the very

heart of its former nature as one of volatile originality, revolt, energy and individualism, and has

become the very entity it once fought against.

When Punk Rock emerged in the 1970s, it identified with youthful rage and rebellion. It was an anti-

establishment subculture whose politics often tended to the left. The Sex Pistols embraced nihilism and



anarchy, whilst bands like The Clash espoused leftist views. It is not surprising that most punk bands in

America today continue that legacy. Around 200 liberal and left-leaning bands, including groups like

Green Day and Foo Fighters, have teamed up under the banner of punkvoter.com with the goal of

ousting President Bush in the November election. Consequentially, Ramones guitarist, Johnny Ramone

has steadfastly has supported the Republican Party for years. In 2002 when the Ramones were inducted

into the Rock and Roll Hall of Fame, Johnny took to the microphone stating "God Bless President Bush,

and God Bless America."

I can only conclude that these political stances and ventures are further evidence that those who once

preached nihilism and anarchy, have mellowed into conscientious citizens. The energy required to fuel

anarchist motives has been depleted and re-conditioned into either a joiner mentality attempting to

make a positive change or simple capitalistic gain. Just turn on your television and daily you will hear

the death cries of past giants pushing everything from cars to beer in commercials. In the end I

suppose angst didn’t turn elections or fill a stomach like real food.
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